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Abstract— Confronting information overload and good ability decision with our application We manage to collecting most ideas and structure in a unique process and by identifying Then, we can better way of getting the profit, cost and risk for good decisions, like market strategy and development plan etc. Application is a mapping program, designed to create a mapping that can favour you visually organize almost any sort of process. visualize Concepts, Research Topics ,Plan Projects Enhance Presentations ,Brainstorm Ideas. Application also has extras features like a system of tags and types, a calendar that can sync with Google Calendars, a full-screen Presentation Mode that will support for HTML export, and integration with Outlook as well as, Mac apps like Address Book. Whether you're building a complicated Web site or conducting academic research, this app can help you build searchable networks of details with tools for taking notes, produce shortcuts, zooming out to get a higher-level view and even creating reports.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Mind mapping may be a extremely effective method of obtaining data in and out of your brain. Mind mapping may be a artistic and logical means that of note-taking and note-making that virtually "maps out" your concepts.

They want a natural structure structure that radiates from the middle and use lines, symbols, words, color and pictures in line with easy, brain-friendly ideas. Mind mapping converts an extended list of monotonous data into a colourful, unforgettable and extremely organized diagram that works in line along with your brain's natural method of doing things.

One easy thanks to perceive a Mind Map is by comparison it to a map of a town. the town center represents the most idea and thoughts ; the most roads ruling from the middle and it represent the key thoughts in your thinking action; the secondary branches or roads represent secondary concept ,idea. Unique pictures or shapes will represent landmarks of interest or notably relevant concepts.

II. SCOPE OF THE SYSTEM
- A Mind Map doesn't got to be restricted to the boundaries of a written page.

III. MODULE
A. Design
Mind mapping is used to map the ideas in a organized way, giving a logical meaning. Mind map will be a combination of colors, nodes, center, information etc. users can depict and design the plan step by step with all related information clubbed.

1) Instant Access
- Any no of maps can be added in the application interface
- Integration with All Files and Web Pages
- Any type of information can be integrated in the application, that is web pages, notes, docs, images etc

2) Preference
- Preferences and color coding can be used to highlight a particular process, even the background can be also customized

3) Types
- Maps can be made private for the personal management.

B. Search
As the mind maps will include multiple data or information application gives an option for the search or to pinpoint particular information.

1) Directed Link
Any type of linking is possible while designing; links can be embedded in the design.

2) Tags
Flagging can be done by the tags

3) Change Relationships
While different activities and process can have dependency or say parent child relation, application helps to manage the relations also.

C. Module Organizer

1) Report
- Thoughts reports can be generated
- Task management
- meeting management and task tracking
- check all task assignments
- information integration
- activate reminders
- activate reminders
- notes can include outlines, checkboxes, images, links, tables, and more.
- Themes
- Prebuilt themes can be selected to work fast.
- Multiple-
− Multiple actions can be taken eg select multiple thoughts and one shot can delete or link
− Calendar
− Built-in calendar option is provides plus even the application can be integrated with Google, ical, outlook etc.

D. Module Synchronization
Multiple teams can work in synchronized way to prepare the plans using our application. Work space integration helps in better planning and decision making. As the application is on the cloud it helps to manage the things in an easy way.

1) Duplicate
Any type of duplication eg events, attachments etc can be done to make the work fast

2) Backup
Application will keep the backup of all the designs so the users need not worry about the data loss or security.

3) Encryption
Application uses 128-bit AES Encryption to save the data so we can say all the important information is fully protected.

4) Resources
Maps can be synchronize from any machines, either offline also.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
The inventive potential of a mind map is helpful in group action sessions, you simply ought to begin with the essential drawback because the center, and generate associations and concepts from it so as to gain an oversized variety of various doable approaches. By presenting your thoughts and perceptions during a spatial manner and by victimisation color and photos, a stronger summary is gained and new connections is created visible. Mind maps area unit some way of representing associated thoughts with symbols instead of with extraneous words one thing like chemistry. The mind forms associations virtually outright, and “mapping” permits you to jot down your concepts faster than expressing them victimisation solely words or phrases. of words

V. EXISTING SYSTEM
Existing system faces some of the drawbacks, in the proposed system we will be eliminating all the drawbacks and added new easy to use features
− Can't incorporate large chunks of text.
− You have to stick to the rules of mind mapping to get the optimum benefit from the tool.
− Creating the map may take time. However, this will help you to review or recall information and will check your understanding.
− When you’ve personalized your map, it can be difficult for others to understand.

VI. RESULT

A. Login Page

B. Selecting Node and Add Attachment

C. Check Attachment Type

D. Custom Color-Red Selected
E. Check Template Folder Option

F. Click Different Nodes To Get Details

G. Expand Option

H. Create New

I. Tools option for content management

J. Insert options

K. Insert Link

L. Search Option
M. Manage Child Node

N. Direct Web Search Option

VII. CONCLUSION

Mind maps may be accustomed generate, visualize, structure, and classify concepts, and as an aid to finding out and organizing info, determination issues, creating choices, and writing.

Mind maps have several applications in personal, family, instructional, and business things, as well as note taking, group action, summarizing, as a method technique, or to mapped out an advanced plan.

Once it is a drawn, it rarely must be named once more. Mind Maps facilitate organize info. attributable to the big quantity of association concerned, they’ll be terribly inventive, tending to get new concepts and associations that haven’t been thought of before. each item in a very map is in impact, a middle of another map.

The inventive potential of a mind map is beneficial in group action sessions. you simply have to be compelled to begin with the fundamental drawback because the center, and generate associations and concepts from it so as to gain an oversized variety of various potential approaches. By extending your perceptions and thoughts in a very spatial manner and by exploitation color and photos, a much better summary is gained and new connections may be created visible.

Mind maps are some way of representing associated thoughts with symbols instead of with extraneous words one thing like chemistry. The mind forms associations virtually instantly, and “mapping” permits you to put in writing your concepts faster than expressing them exploitation solely words or phrases.
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